
Recap & Revision
Session 6



Agenda:

📚 Session 1: Fundamentals and orientation

🛠 Session 2: Working with words, numbers, and images

♻ Session 3: Reinforcement & Support

📚 Session 4: Broader implications for industries and careers

🛠 Session 5: Advanced tools and automations 

♻ Session 6: A few more moves + Recap + Revision



Homework

One: Dive into Zapier’s list of 
compatible apps. Which ones are you 
already using? What would you like to 
automate? 

Two: Review your notes (or the 
recording of today’s session). What 
should we revisit tomorrow? Drop your 
questions here.  

https://zapier.com/apps
https://app.sli.do/event/ekhkx6aPVdrvTj75eK8ePq/live/questions


A few more moves…



Recycling other people’s tweets



👋 Questions?



Bringing news data into Zapier



Bring other data from other APIs



Bringing web data into Zapier



👋 Questions?



Get your iPhone to automatically summarize web pages

https://www.icloud.com/shortcuts/856487ce509e442baa161478d37eb02b
https://www.icloud.com/shortcuts/856487ce509e442baa161478d37eb02b
https://www.icloud.com/shortcuts/856487ce509e442baa161478d37eb02b


👋 Questions?



AI Agents: Latest improvements…



👋 Questions?



What was the most surprising 
thing you learned?

drop it in the chat below



What was the most useful 
thing you learned?

drop it in the chat below



Intelligence is “emergent.”

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1jxihJtGVmhBSm_D3CRxfg3271k2jyp5F/preview


A lot of money and talent are flowing in…

Source: Newcomer 

https://www.newcomer.co/p/14-charts-that-tell-the-story-of


LLms can make stuff up, especially when pushed



They can also generate solid text, code, financial analysis, medical 
analysis, legal documents, charts , images, audio…

https://www.extracttable.com/pro.html
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1318605/000095017022012936/tsla-20220630.htm


You can use APIs to inject intelligence into your existing 
workflow + pull data from a variety of sources



But always consult an expert!



All models are biased in one way or another

https://follow-ed.com/kodak-shirleys/


They follow rules, but can be easily distracted.



Improvements are happening by the minute, across the world, 
publicly and privately. Stopping or slowing down is unlikely.



The next decade will be interesting, exciting, and challenging. 
You’re off to a good start!



🎓 Graduation housekeeping…



You’re getting a certificate!



Automatically can add it to LinkedIn



You’re welcome to come back in August



The course portal will remain active for 12 months (or more)



It’s not goodbye. 
Feel free to Slack me with any questions!



Can I get your quick feedback?

https://form.typeform.com/to/B46Q4CPB
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uW7DCSR4h4E


Here’s what I think…

- Shorter course (4 sessions + one revision?)
- Pre-record some of the practical stuff for easier 

consumptions
- How to provide more in-person support? 
- Divide more clearly into types of tasks/tools?
- Feel free to email/slack me with your own 

suggestions 



What should we revisit? Drop your questions/topic here. Upvote other people’s suggestions.

https://app.sli.do/event/ekhkx6aPVdrvTj75eK8ePq
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uW7DCSR4h4E


Thank you!



👋 Questions?


